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1. Introduction
Had the ICRP not been created, humankind would have suffered much more from ionizing radiation,
and as such, we are deeply indebted to its activities. In many countries, the standards and systems of
radiation protection (RP) have been designed and are operated following the recommendations of
ICRP.

However, changes in the circumstances surrounding RP have been so great that continuous efforts in
revising the system have been necessary. Progress in science and technology has been so rapid and
changes in the attitude of society to safety issues has been so vast. ICRP has done its best to fill the
gap. This work has not been easy, because it is fettered with many restrictions as a result of its long
history. Thus the present system of RP created and recommended by ICRP seems to contain some
problems which need to be discussed with a view to making improvements.

Needless to say, ICRP is an independent organization and is self-supporting and self-contained. Since
we are not founders of ICRP nor selectors of its members, it would be a breach of etiquette to make
any special request. But, as its credibility is reflected in its workmanship, some judgement and/or criti-
cism of its works might be permitted.

2. Gist of ICRP System of RP and problems
The features of the ICRP system of RP are shown in Table 1. Though people easily misunderstand or
have undue expectations that any product of ICRP shall be a science itself of high quality, the issues
with which ICRP has dealt with are at the same time both scientific and political in character. The
committees, substructures of ICRP, treat material scientifically, of course, while the commission, the C
of ICRP, whose will is formed by majority decision with the commissioners, makes political decisions
in its recommendations, etc. To maintain its authority, however, ICRP should dispel this misunder-
standing caused by its authority.

Table 1. ICRP System
PURPOSE
AIM (or Direct Efforts)

Deterministic Effects1

Stochastic Effects2

TARGET
MEANS

of radiation protection: gist and features
To Protect People from Radiation Hazard
The Following Two
To Prevent Genesis
To Suppress Incidental Risks, To Certain Limits
Controllable Exposures
Responsibility of Exposure Control: the person in
charge of maintaining the source
Classifying People Concerned into Categories:
MGP, OW, and S(?)
Dosimetry
Limitation of Dose
Three Principles
ALARA

Incessant Activity

Sharing Roles with ICRU
ICRPasaNGO

'Acute Death; Injury in Blood, Alimentary Organs, Skin, etc.; Cataract; etc.
2Carcinogenetic or Hereditary Objections

STRATEGY

OTHERS

<Self-Evident>
<A Principle>

<Political? A Self-Assigned Limitation>
<A Political Matter>

<A Political Matter>

<Scientific and Political Matter>
<Scientific and Political Matter>
<difficult in taking into legislation>
<easily misunderstood and invited mis-
fortunes>
<Giving Impressions of unripe, unstable,
endless, etc>
<Today, it is not so clear.>
<Independency, Transparency, Ability
and Credibility>
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Performance of its outcome is criticizable. Scientific features are to be checked whether the treatments
are sufficiently scientific or not. Political features are checked whether or not the methodology is suffi-
ciently effective and efficient. In addition, the existence of an aspect of elegance and/or beauty in it is
also desirable.

2.1. Scientific features

From view point of science, since it is desirable that brightness is seen in the way of specifying con-
cepts and also in the logic used for constructing the system, it is more important that rigidity of defin-
ing quantities or concepts and consistency of the logic are sufficiently high.

To the author, adoption of the quantity, spatial density of energy absorbed or imparted, as the basic
quantity for dose, and specification of risk, in essence the target effect, are sources of irritation. The
validity of absorbed dose as a physical quantity is limited, since in general values of the quantity can-
not be definite as a function of point in the space-time coordinate as far as a product of interaction is
utilized in the definition. Moreover, for some problems such as internal exposure with hot-particles,
the current system of dosimetry exceeds the limit of its applicability. Traditionally in the field of RP,
risk is specified as a probability of incidence of undesirable or harmful effects, while in many other
fields, including nuclear safety, a mathematical expectation of the effects is used. The probability de-
pends strongly on the time of exposure and that of incidence.

In the ICRP system, a plural set of causal relations is used and hence plural set of doses and limits is
introduced. For instance, in Japan, three kinds of operational quantities, i.e. 1 cm, 3 mm and 0.07 mm
dose equivalent, are introduced and each is given separate limits. However, as can be easily understood
from Figure 1, where limits expressed in the form of particle fluence in the case of neutrons are curved
and compared, there exists a considerable prolixity. It is not only elegant but also unnecessary and even
harmful. The prolixity in the present system yields too great a degree of freedom, one for which evi-
dence can be found in the history of treatment of eye crystals against radiation hazards (Table 2 ).

Table 2. ICRP Strategy for Cataract Prevention

YEAR DOSE LIMIT

1934 Exposure Dose (Whole Body) ( 0.2 R/d) as a part of WB
1950 ditto (0.3 RAv) ditto
1954 ditto 0.3 R/w for Eye Crystals
1958 Dose Equivalent (Eye Crystals) 4 rem/13w (3 rem/13w for BFO & G)

with Special or Exceptional Quality Factor of 30 for with MPAD=5(N-18) for critical organs (=BFO,
High LET-Radiations Gonad, Eye Crystal)

1965 Dose Equivalent (Eye Crystals) 15 rem/year for Occupational Workers
with ordinary QF 1.5 rem/year for Members of General Public

1977 Dose Equivalence (Eye Crystals) 300 mSv/year for Occupational Workers
1980 ditto 150mSv/yearfor Occupational Workers
1983 ditto 50 mSv/year for Members of General Public1

1990 Equivalent Dose (Eye Crystals) 150 mSv / year for Occupational Workers2

'For members of general public, target organs for dose equivalent control were changed to only skin and eye crystals from
till-then-targets, all organs.

2No more special limit to eye crystals for members of general public

.Again from the point of view of science, a system where only specific types of exposure are consid-
ered is neither attractive or satisfying, since the effects of radiation on matter, including the human
body, do not depend on the type of radiation source nor the motivation of exposure. Inevitable expo-
sure to natural radiation and the existence of innumerable and unavoidable risk-sources reveal that
trying to make a unified criteria for dose- or risk-control is not desirable nor technically possible, ei-
ther.
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2.2. Political or Strategic features Figure 1. Neutron annual fluence limit

Most important to the system is the
philosophy of safety. The author thinks
that of ICRP is poor and even harmful.
As a logical consequence of the state-
ments describing the system1^, it can be
assumed that the ideal target of expo-
sure control or the amount of ,,safety
dose" is zero. This might be against the
expectation of ICRP, and the A L A R A
spirit emphasized by I C R P ^ has invited
misfortune. ICRP should rather declare
the amount of safety dose as a political
decision made in the name of commis-
sion.
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On the other hand, however , the author
considers ICRP should not attempt to
introduce and recommend universally
applicable controlling criteria for radiation dose and/or risk, since the targeted radiation exposure in the
ICRP system is only a part of the whole actual exposure, and countless risk-sources exist.
Enjoying the benefits of science, while at the same t ime ensuring our safety are both human rights. The
right to control personal risk which an individual can control by himself or herself should be given to
the individual, and right to control personal risk which an individual cannot control by himself or her-
self should be entrusted to society. Acceptable levels of dose to an individual or a society depends on
attitude, sensitivity to safety, economic conditions, value judgements , etc. of the individuals or the so-
ciety. In fact, the results of an investigation7^ show that levels of acceptable dose to individuals are
spread quite widely. The author considers that the criteria of safety or safety control is nothing but a
contract with the society. The controlling factors influencing the decision making vary with time and
place. Therefore it is neither desirable nor possible to set such a unified limit to risk with the intention
of inclusive control of all risk sources.

Moreover, it seems to the author that the ICRP's strategy or methodology of giving responsibility for
dose control of the people in the vicinity of or approaching a radiation source to the person in charge of
the source is n o w reaching the limit of its applicability. Both the number of radiation-utilizing facilities
and the largest magnitude in scale of those facilities at the forefront of science and technology have in-
creased so dramatically, that people are involved with various facilities simultaneously, and large-scale
facilities draw people from various fields. A given individual can be a radiation worker, a visitor en-
tering different radiation facilities and a member of the general public, depending on the circum-
stances. The length of the term with which ICRP describes the limits of doses is too long to apply to
visitors whose period of stay is usually much shorter, and further it is difficult to find any reasonable
explanation for the idea of providing two kinds of dose limit for the t ime being.

3. Proposals

3.1. Restoration of causality relation for radiation protection

A single relation of causation should be used for the purposes of RP. It is the author's proposal to take
the stochastic effect as the target one, as it is actually is in the present RP practice, and express it with
the quantity of risk defined as the expectation of loss in the residual life-span estimated with a standard

person'
5)
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As for the dose, a purely physical quantity should be chosen. However, it is preferable to separate the
treatment of external exposure control and that for internal. The author's proposal is to use particle flu-
ence as the dose for external exposure control and radioactivity for that of internal exposure control.
These two quantities are purely physically-based and their adoption would help greatly in strengthening
the foundations of the system for RP. Uncertainties involved in the evaluation of the related data and
compensation for unknown information or knowledge for political considerations can be made allow-
ance for in the weighting factors. Specific risk, namely the amount of risk per unit quantity of dose,
should be provided by ICRP as a recommendation. By taking the inverse of these specific doses as the
weighting factor, a special dose for RP can be defined. These would be known as the protection dose of
radiation and protection dose of activity. Protection dose is the expression of risk received by exposure
to radiation or the intake of radio-active substances.

In order to avoid the possible transient confusion, the weighting factor for the radiation protection dose
can be made with the minimum convolution of the presently used radiation weighting factors given by
ICRP'l Collection and evaluation of the related data and/or information and to provide a standard
compilation data of specific doses would be one of the roles which ICRP would carry out.

3.2. Controlling criteria for safety

As already stated above, the author believes ICRP would be better abandoning the idea of recom-
mending universally applicable criteria for radiation- or risk- control. The right to decide whether to
accept or refuse a risk bringing matter lies either the individual where risk control is an individual
matter or the society concerned where risk control is beyond an individual's power. The task of ICRP
is to provide a methodological scheme of decision-making and reliable data for estimating risks,
namely specific risk estimation.

3.3. Methodology of exposure control

The classification of people into two categories of radiation workers and members of the general public
has in practice proven problematical, requiring the strategy to be slightly modified. Since the concept
of controlled area and measures with this concept has been proven valid, the strategy of setting a con-
trolled area should be retained, and cover two kinds, Radiation Controlled Area and Activity Con-
trolled Area.

Although universal risk limits or dose limits are not necessary, conversely criteria for setting those for
the aforementioned areas and for access-control are needed. The values recommended by ICRP are to
be used for these purposes, while abandoning the dose limits for radiation workers and members of the
general public. Outside the controlled area, associated risk to people is to be controlled through space
or environment monitoring, ensuring that the possible associated risk is restrained within the level as-
signed by ICRP to the public.

It would be permissible for those having sufficient knowledge and skill in controlling individual risk to
enter, stay and to engage in radiation work of their own volition. Controlling criteria for dose or asso-
ciated risk is set by the individual themselves. Of course, the work of monitoring the individual dose
and risk would be that of radiation protectionist as has been the case. A licensing system would be in-
troduced, and licensed persons(LPs) would be designated using the old name of Radiation Worker.

The meaning and role of the present dose limit to radiation workers would be changed. It is the
author's idea to treat the old limit as a recommended criteria for access- and dose-controls for non-LPs.

Some of difficulties encountered in the practices in the present system, e.g. exposure controls of mi-
grating and/or short term radiation workers, can be removed by this modification.
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4. Conclusion

There is a room for the present system of radiation protection created and recommended by ICRP to
strengthen its scientific foundation and to widen its limit of applicability. Replacement of the plural
causation in the present system by a prudently specified single one with a unified effect suitable to RP
and with a single dose defined with a purely physical quantity is desirable.

Adoption of particle fluence as the basic quantity of dose and mathematical expectation of the loss in
the residual life span of a standard or reference person as the target effect is the author's the concrete
proposal.

It is recommended that ICRP should not recommend any dose limit or risk limit as the controlling cri-
terion of universal applicability, since the controlling criteria of safety is nothing but a contract with the
society. The state of the society and its constituents change with place and in time. For risk where con-
trol is possible by the individual concerned, the right of setting the criteria should be given to that per-
son, and for risk where control is the responsibility of a society, the right should be given to the soci-
ety. Provision of evaluated data of specific risk, namely risk estimation per unit amount of dose, which
needs scientific treatment of scientific material and political decision-making under highly-ranked
ability and authority, is considered the proper role and mission of the organization.

Additionally, in order to release persons legally responsible for radiation sources from the impractical
burden of dose or risk control, a change in strategy is proposed. Risk to the so-called radiation worker
is to be controlled by the workers themselves, where radiation workers are understood to be licensed
persons who are recognized as having the necessary knowledge and skills in radiation associated risk
control. The radiation associated risk to others is to be controlled by means of space and environment
monitoring as it is now.

I would like to conclude my speech by wishing the ICRP all the best as the Intelligent Crew for Rea-
sonable Protection. Thank you for your kind attention.
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